Firstly, through the principle analysis and simulation experiment, the maneuvering target tracking algorithm of curve model interacting multiple model tracking algorithm was given. Because the algorithm is simple structure and high cost efficiency, it becomes generally applicable algorithm for curve tracking model. But, the target mobility is very high in practice, Single target tracking model is no longer applicable curve tracking model. To improve the accuracy of tracking, the adaptive grid interacting multiple model (AGIMM) algorithm was given. The algorithm has two fatal weaknesses in the practical application. First, the process of maneuvering target tracking, when the model changes and gradient, the tracking precision is not high ;Second, because the changing model structure is very large model sets, the algorithm is complexity and system processing speed is very slow, which cannot be widely used. In order to improve the algorithm and its scope of application, The paper proposed the adaptive Kalman filter adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm (AKFAIMM).The algorithm introduced the parameter in the adaptive Kalman filter, and adjusted parameter in maneuvering target tracking, the parameter was adjusted Continuously in the curve motion model, it could greatly improve the tracking precision and the application of the model. Second, to improve the algorithm complexity. The paper improved on turning curve. The angular velocity estimation method replaced centripetal acceleration estimation method. The estimation method reduced the number of model set and reduced greatly of computation.
Introduction
In maneuvering target tracking, the selection of the tracking model directly affects the accuracy of target tracking , Therefore, it is important to select a targeting model. but it is a difficulty .Target tracking model can be divided into single model target tracking and multiple model target tracking, Single model target tracking is used a single model filter to work, It is very key to choice and fit the model of tracking maneuvering . According to different target model is very important. Multiple model target tracking refers to choose different models according to the movement characteristics of target. Its main purpose is to improve the precision of target tracking. Now, the commonly is used adaptive time-varying model interacting multiple model tracking model (IMM) [1] [2] , it is a powerful tool in the design of tracking model [3] . Because the algorithm is simple structure and high cost efficiency, it becomes generally applicable of algorithm for curve tracking model. But if it describes the curve motion model, it is not accurate or not covering the motor model, the tracking of maneuvering model accuracy will greatly reduce. Recently, many curve model tracking algorithms have been proposed, such as the adaptive switching grid interacting mesh model (SGIMM), the adaptive grid interacting multiple model (AGIMM) [4] , the fixed grid interacting multiple model (FGIMM) and so on. In these models, the adaptive grid interacting multiple model (AGIMM) is widely used. But these algorithms have two fatal weaknesses in the practical application. First, the process of maneuvering target tracking, when the model changes and gradient, the tracking precision is not high; Second, because the changing model structure is very large model set, the algorithm is complexity and system processing speed is very slow, which cannot be widely used. In order to better describe the maneuvering target and improve the tracking accuracy, the paper increases the model set and adjusts some parameters of the interacting multiple tracking model (IMM). An improved algorithm is the adaptive Kalman filter adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm (AKFAIMM). The algorithm improves the disadvantages of these models.
Related Work

Maneuvering Target Modeling
Assuming the target motion trajectory in the two-dimensional plane, the equations of motion can be described as [5] [6] :
(1) (2) Where the W (k) and the V (k) represent an independent process noise and observation noise.When , the motion turns left in small region. When , the motion turns right in small region. According to the actual situation of moving target, the can be limited [
]. The following are state transition matrix, the interference matrix and the observation matrix:
Where X (k) represents maneuvering target horizontal speed; represents maneuvering target transverse coordinate acceleration; Y(k) represents maneuvering target ordinate speed; represents maneuvering target longitudinal coordinate acceleration, T represents the sampling time.
An Improved Kalman Algorithm
When the interacting multiple model (IMM) is use for target tracking, the algorithm itself is adaptive. But the algorithm exists problem of model selection. According to the different selection model, the variable structure interacting multiple model (VIMM) algorithm and adaptive interaction multiple model (AIMM) and so on. Because these algorithm increase the model set [5] , when motion state changes, algorithm parameters must also be adjusted. The tracking effect of these algorithms is good in short distance. But it is more difficult to determine origin or goal of the maneuvering target, and it is bad for the tracking of long distance. Because of the disadvantages, this paper presents a parameter adaptive model structure.
Improved Motion Equation
In Eq. 3, represents the process noise movement, the noise is mainly caused by the velocity error. And in this state equation is average ( ) for colored noise. Because the noise is nonlinear, it is not easy to estimate. For easy analysis maneuvering target motion state, equations for:
(3) Where, w (t) represents mean zero and Gauss noise the variance of , represents the mean of colored noise , the range of , The equation of 3 to 1 can be the following Eq. 4: (4) Where,the matrix of the is:
;
The model of noise variance:
Where, is a constant coefficient; is the velocity limit of two-dimensional plane, .
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In maneuvering target tracking , the Kalman filter algorithm is commonly used mathematical model to describe and estimate the maneuvering target parameters [6] . But the recursive algorithm is applied for the noisy linear dynamic system state. The recursive algorithm is the process of continuous prediction and correction. When the system model, observation model and noise are linear and the Gaussian distribution, the model is optimal. In order to improve these disadvantages, If the is a previous cycles filtering speed, the model is equivalent to the adaptive Kalman filter algorithm, and assuming the metastasis model of the maneuvering target is Markov process. The transfer matrix is , following procedures is from K to K+1 of calculation steps: 
Simulation Comparison for the Improved Filter Model
In order to test the validity of the algorithm, tracking simulation waveform of the kalman filter (KF) and adaptive kalman filter (AKF) are given under the condition of same and the same target tracking state. Its state of motion shows in Variance curve From the simulation results can be shown, the adaptive Kalman filter is obviously superior than the Kalman filter.
Adaptive Kalman Filtering With Adaptive Interactive Multiple Model Tracking Algorithm
Because Kalman filtering with adaptive interactive multiple model tracking algorithm is not high in the target tracking accuracy. In order to improve the algorithm, an adaptive Kalman filtering with adaptive interactive multiple model tracking algorithm is proposed in this paper. The algorithm is confirmed that the target tracking accuracy is improve and forecasted well the start position and end position of maneuvering target by simulation.
The principle of the improved algorithm and steps
Through Eq. 12. Eq. 13and Eq. 14, K time model is built. That is K+1 moment's adaptive filtering algorithm with adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm in a cycle. Following steps:
Step 1: Center Model: (15) Step 2: Turn left model and right turn model: ,
,
Type in: (19) (20)
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Type in： is a given constant; Fig.10 .Speed variance curve The simulation experiment shows that the proposed algorithm can cover well the maneuvering model in the paper, the algorithm obtained the very good tracking performance in position and speed, it is showed in Figure 8 , 9 and 10 .In calculation of load, the algorithm is better in the paper, Because secondary information, information covariance matrix and model probability need not calculate in the estimation of tangential acceleration, it reduces greatly operating time of the system . Table 2 shows three methods of using CPU in the same environment of single step operation time. 
Conclusions
The paper studies the adaptive Kalman filter adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm (AKFAIMM). The algorithm based on adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm ( AIMM) , So it improves two aspects : First, the parameter adaptive algorithm improves the tracking accuracy and determine the starting point and end point accuracy of maneuvering target in maneuvering target tracking ； Second, the parameter adaptive algorithm reduces the number of maneuvering target motion curve turn model, and improves the system of execution speed. By comparison of simulation results the adaptive grid interacting multiple model algorithm ( AGIMM )is better than adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm ( AIMM ), because adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm ( AIMM ) uses a fixed model set, when the algorithm model doesn't match for the actual mode, error greatly increases. The adaptive grid interacting multiple model algorithm ( AGIMM ) is compared with the improved algorithm in the paper. The accuracy and range of use of the adaptive Kalman filter adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm (AKFAIMM) is obviously better than the adaptive grid interacting multiple model algorithm ( AGIMM ) in maneuvering target tracking., because The adaptive grid interacting multiple model algorithm ( AGIMM ) doesn't use adaptive algorithm in the parameter selection. Table 3 , Although the adaptive Kalman filter adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm (AKFAIMM) and adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm (AIMM) compared to increase the computational load but the peak error is smaller. When the use of the adaptive Kalman filter adaptive interacting multiple model algorithm (AKFAIMM) , Because of fixed model using constant centripetal acceleration, Constant selection must be based on the motor model of concrete, or directly affects the accuracy of the maneuvering target tracking.
